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( Helping people to become aware.

COSMIC AWARE,NI,SS is the Force that expressed Itself through Jesus of Nazareth, the Buddha, Knshua, Mohammed, Edgar Cayce an dother great avatars who served as 'Channels' for the ' Heavenly Father' and who atrra,s again today ux the world begins to cntet the New Ag eof spiritual consciousness and awareness. Since 1963 Connie Awareness has been contmunicaUngg through carefully-trained channels . The infot-matton contained herein was received from deep super-conscious trance levels and `interpreted' In an entity afflliuled with C .A .C . Th lInformation is for these who desire to help in bringing in the New Age . Throughout the thoueands of ' Readinga ' given through these channels ,
Cosmic Awareness tells us not to believe anything, but to question, explore, doubt, and discover for yourself, through your own channel ,what Is the truth . Cosmic Awareness will only indicate and suggral . Neither C .A .C ., the Aq1uarian Church of Universal Service or the Interpreter .Paul Shockley is responsible for anything Cosmic Awareness may slat .) . in ans. of these readings, nor dues C .A .C . or Paid Shockley neceaaartl ybelieve or agree with the statements of Cosmic Awnrcnrss . Paul interprets the energies as he sees then) in trance le vela and is pot personall yrespondblc for what is said .Memhers of C .A .C . are Invited to send in questions of general interest to ash Awareness for posslbit' publication .
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( Opening Alessagt', C.A .C . General treading )
July 28, 198(1 }'aril Shockley, Interprete r

This Awareness indicates there is a particular point. in consciousness which is available to entities at any tim e
or any place under any circumstance, whereby the entity's personal will can be looked at so discerningly tha t
it. comes ill contact with Universal Will in a state of perfect unity . This Awareness indicates this yoke or yog a
or union of individual said Universal Will is that state of perfect . harmony which entities seek in their move-
ments as indivi(inals .

This Awareness suggests that you, as an individual having a particular will, a particular desire, a particula r
purpose, may look so caretully with groat attention at your will, at the movement of your energies, at th e
movanient of your purpose, watching the energies which are your conscious will moving in their direction ; an d
in looking at. this energy with greater and greater attention, becoming personally detached from the energy a s
you look with greater attention, watching the movement of this energy with a detachment, you will find th e
energy collides wit h the Universal Will and an experience of bliss occurs . This Awareness indicates this exper-
ience is available to entities at all times, at all places, :ider all circumstances wherein the entity can look clear-
ly at his or her personal will from a detached attention that grows ever more attentive and watchful of th e
movement of will .
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(Closing Message )

This Awareness wishes entities in meditation to consider that which is personal will and that which is Univ-
ersal Will, and as a meditative experiment or action, that you place yourself in a comfortable position---lying ,
for example, flat. upon your bed, and willfully lift your hand, letting it . move somewhat as it chooses,---focus-
ing on your will to direct that movement, focusing on your desire as you move that hand slightly, asking your -
self, "Why do i move this hand in this particular direction? Why do I desire to move it in this direction? Wh y
am 1 willing to move it this way and not that way? "---examining carefully the movement of your will, unti l
there cones a point whereby you cease to will the movement of your hand and the Universal Will takes con-
trol of that hand and moves it for you . This Awareness indicates this be a meditation and experiment whic h
can become symbolic of your own merging with the Universal Will of this Awareness .

(Opening Message, following reading )
TIE NATURE OF WILL

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that the nature of will as that which does, at this time, need to be looked at care -
fully . This Awareness indicates that. previously, this Awareness indicated that will served as a form of projecto r
which could he used for individual purposes in manifesting for good or ill . This Awareness indicates also, tha t
the Universal will for good as that which would bring about harmony within the universe . The universal wil l
for separateness as that which would bring about disharmony .

This Awareness indicates that wherein entities attune themselves to a willful position. separate from others ,
and seek to maintain that separateness, such entities are assisting in the efforts of that which is the disharmon-
ious will or the will which does not create the good in the universe . This Awareness indicates those who attune
themselves with the harmonious will and seek to lend their energies or serve that will for good, such entitie s
assisting in bringing about harmony, reconciling differences, promoting unity,---such entities are in tune wit h
the Universal Will for good, and therefore, serve as agents for harmonious results .

This Awareness indicates wherein entities attune themselves in this manner, the general movement, will be
toward eventual harmony with all universal forces . Those who attune themselves to willful purposes which
are separative in nature, disruptive or disharmonious in principle, those entities who would destroy this o r
that, or separate and alienate this or that rather than reconciling with the energies ,--such entities seeking separ-
ateness rather than reconciliation in order to maintain a power which comes with separation, a significance
which comes with separation, such entities shall in the long run find themselves being cut off from the univer-
sal harmonies and alienated by their own separateness from that which is universal harmony .

This Awareness indicates that the energies or forces of the universe are such that entities can move and ca n
manipulate these energies and forces according to their intentions, according to their will, according to thei r
ability to concentrate or to scatter such energies . This Awareness indicates that those who can concentrat e
energies do maintain a special kind of force, for good or ill . Those who scatter energies, particularly their ow n
energies, generally create nothing but . waste of life energy or vitalities . Those who focus and concentrate their
own energies in a manner which disrupts the energies of others are generally known as destructive and disrupt-
ive . This Awareness indicates those who focus their energies in a way which is constructive and beneficial fo r
the harmonious universal or common good, those energies focused in this manner, particularly when in co -
creative or cooperative efforts with others, these are the powerful forces which can lead to great works an d
wonder, and which can leave a lasting mark in consciousness for universal harmony .

This Awareness indicates, however, that. it is possible for many entities to be cooperative in a constructiv e
action, focusing their energies toward a particular purpose of universal harmony,---it. is possible for entities t o
pour much energy into such creations for the joy of all, only to discover that one entity whose energies ar e
disruptive in nature can destroy everything which has been. created by the toil of many .

This Awareness indicates, therefore, in considering will, this Awareness asks that you not concern yoursel f
simply with whether the will is strong or weak, but whether the will is in tune with universal harmony, o r
whether the will is off-course, toward separative, power-seeking significance at the expense of others and on -
course toward some type of destructive purpose. This Awareness indicates that wherein the will is off-course ,
this is that action which follows the Alien Force . Wherein the will is on-course, toward universal harmony
and reconciliation of the principles of unity and peace for all, the will, then, is in tune with the common good .
This Awareness indicates when the will is so attuned and surrenders to that universal force, then the entit y
may become an agent. for good . But wherein the will is attuned to separateness and power-seeking purposes ,
searching for personal significance, wherein this entity surrenders his will to the Force that becomes alien to
the common good, that entity becomes an agent for the Alien Force .

This Awareness indicates that . therefore, wherein entities begin experimenting with the surrender of persona l
will to the Universal Will, it had better be done with an awareness of the difference between the two purposes :
that which shall lead to universal harmony, or that which shall lead to the dark path of personal power, signif-
icance and the ultimate separation from universal harmony toward chaos . Por surely, the separateness, the
path of darkness and separation, leads toward that which is the chaos .
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ENTITIES WHO DISRUPT ( WITH GOOD INTENTIONS? )

i Moro on the Unified Stutns of Awaronuss end Thu Lew of One 1

QUESTION :

Awareness, how would this apply to entities who disrupt, certain things that others are in harmony over ; yet
they do evidently thinking their intentions are good? I am thinking specifically back during the early begin-
nings of the (huffed States of ,Awareness. There were certain entities who continually disrupted the energie s
of the U.S . of A . child, yet they evidently were doing this with good intentions (I guess) .

This Awareness indicates there are always entities who intentions are not matched by their awareness, whose
motives are not accompanied by wisdom, and such entities are like children needing guidance or direction, o r
in some cases, chastisement, in order to realign or reaffirm or bring about a proper focusing of those intention s
and energies . This Awareness indicates that such entities may make mistakes and suffer the consequences fo r
those mistakes .

This Awareness indicates, likewise, entities may wander onto the path of darkness, self-seeking, hungerin g
for power and self-significance, and these entities also may suffer the consequence and may yet be redeeme d
through eventual recognition that the path is taking them toward separate, alientated experiences away from
universal harmony . This Awareness indicates when the entity realizes that the path of self-esteem and power -
seeking in violation of others, in violation of the common good, is leading the entity into a path away fro m
harmony, that entity may quickly return toward the path of harmony, or may return very gradually, throug h
a series of shocks designed to change the course of movement back toward universal harmony . This Awareness
indicates those whose will is extremely fixed toward the purpose of self-significance and personal power, thos e
entities may move quite far in the path of separateness before they realize the error of their ways and retur n
toward universal harmony . This Awareness indicates however, that in due time, all entities return to universa l
harmony or move toward total annihilation .

This Awareness indicates likewise, the Lucifer or I{hyee, which separated from unity, moved out and create d
separateness and power, significance and personal glories, bitterness, hostilities, suspicions, violence, and ye t
eventually has returned to that which is the realization of the need to be integrated with universal harmony .
This Awareness indicates that at any time on any path, wherein an entity experiences the realization for suc h
a need to he included, when any entity experiences that realization of the need to be included, that entit y
is on the path back toward the universal harmony .

This Awareness indicates, however, wherein the entity seeks to be included among forces which are dest-
ructive and moving away from that which would be universal in scope, which would be harmonious in purp-
ose, when entities seek to be included in those forces which are moving toward a destructive path--the path o f
darkness,--these entities seeking to align themselves with that power which is moving as an Alien Force, thes e
entities cannot find the peace and harmony which they desire, except on a temporal basis, for a time, as th e
power of the Alien Force moves along its destructive, chaotic path . This Awareness indicates there is no future
for the Alien Force or those forces which follow the path of separateness, except further separation and ann-
ihilation or the return to that which is harmony and unity in all things .

This Awareness indicates the Law of One is a fixed and universal law in which those who understand th e
Law of One realize that all is one, and all that appears to be separate will, in the end, be nothing but an illusio n
to those who followed the path of the separateness, which appeared as scattered fragments . 'Phis Awareness
indicates wherein the universe is one totality and entities recognize that wholly universe, then entities ma y
move into that universal harmony .

This Awareness indicates wherein entities seek to separate themselves into a fragment of that universal force ,
seek to find personal significance as a fragment of that universal force, such entities will only discover that th e
fragmentation is the source of their suffering . This Awareness indicates that in the Law of One, the entity real-
izes that the entire universe is alive and that the entity may be one with the universe . This Awareness indi -
cates the entity following the Law of One may also recognize that, even though it exists in a physical bod y
which appears to be but a fragment of the universe, that physical body is a significant part of that entire man-
dala known as the universe, and each such fragment is essential to the whole of that mandala known as th e
universe, and each is as important as the other in completing the totality of that mandala known as the univ-
erse. `Phis Awareness indicates, therefore, the fragment is as important a part as any other part of the universe .
This Awareness indicates that entity has reconciled the microcosm with the macrocosm, the individual wit h
the universe, the sell' with the deity .

This Awareness indicates on the other hand, the entity who identifies with the fragment and does not recog-
nize the unity of all things and seeks to have some special significance in the universe by separating from th e
rest of the fragments of the universe, ceases to see the totality and concentrates on the fragments, the variou s
individuals or forces, and enhances his own fragment, his own fragmented self in an effort to make that frag-
mented self more significant and powerful than any of the others . This entity is simply turning his or her con-
sciousness away from universal consciousness into self-centeredness ; and in so doing, is fragmenting and separ-
ating the self from the total harmony, the universal harmony .
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This Awareness indicates in such an action, the entity is embarking on the dar k
path, toward that which is the Alien Force . This Awareness indicates such an actio n
will lead the entity toward greater and greater suffering and fragmentation until the
entity experiences the error in the action to such a degree that the entity realizes th e
error in his or her ways, and turns back toward the source of all joy, that which is
unity and harmony with others and with the universal force of harmony .

This Awareness indicates this essentially is the scenario for entities that . they
may follow with greater understanding of their movement through life . This Aware-
ness indicates il has been told in many stories, in many ways : the story of th e
prodigal son, who went out and then eventually retur ned ; the story of Lucifer and
Rhyee separating from God and eventually returning ; the story of the Messiahs ,
who move out, make miracles, become significant, then suffer and die an d
resurrect and return to the universal spirit of harmony, This Awareness
indicates every story of personal will which moves out . in its struggle t o
achieve significance of power and meets with enough resistance an d
difficulty that it . must surrender to the common decency, commo n
good, the will of God,---every story of this nature is telling the sam e
thing, regardless of who the characters are, how the story is told, o r
what . the circumstances and situation may he .

SANCTIMONIOUS BROADCASTING OF ONE'S 'SPIRITUALITY '

( Self-Significance as a tool of the Alien Force I

QUESTION :

it seems rather often today that those who recite the pseudo-spiritua l
intonations loudest, claiming to he high, holy, New Age and spiritual ,
by their actions seem to demonstrate the dark path . Is this, in fact ., more
prevalent for persons studying in esoteric areas than for the common man ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness suggests that . any action wherein entities seek self-significance and separation from others ,
particularly when such self-significance and separation violates others, this as on the dark path . This Aware-
ness indicates this may also be under the name of spiritual development . or movements, particularly whe n
entities seeking to move on the spiritual path are doing so on the assumption that they are therefore superio r
to others . The vanity of such movements along the spiritual path as that . which is one of the great, separations
and one of the great pitfalls 1'ot' entities seeking to move toward universal harmony . This Awareness indicates
wherein an entity, assuming to he on the spiritual path, is confronted with personal vanity for that movement,
that entity has been entrapped by that vanity, unless the entity recognizes his or her own vanity and move s
again hack toward the universal harmony, away from self-glory in the spiritual pursuits .

This Awareness indicates that, likewise, there are many other pitfalls which are common for those wh o
would seek universal harmony . This Awareness indicates there are those forces which are following the dar k
path which herald banners of spiritual terminologies, calling forth to entities, "hollow me . I will show you
the way. These are the proper paths to follow. Here are the dictates . Here are the rules . I shall lead you to
the promised land . But for you to follow, you must alienate yourself from those who do not follow thi s
path, those who do not. follow my teachings." This Awareness indicates such entities are promoting separate-
ness when they ask you to alienate or separate from others, This Awareness indicates such separations creat e
paths that lead away from universal-harmonies .

This Awareness indicates in one sense, wherein the question is asked, "What is the center of universa l
harmony'" and wherein you answer, "The center of universal harmony lies in perfact acceptance of all livin g
beings, "---this Awareness indicates in that sense, you are on course . This Awareness indicates in another
sense, wherein you separate yourself' from the errors of those who are separating themselves from the univer-
sal harmony, this may be a necessity as you move toward that universal harmony . This Awareness asks not ,
that you accept the errors of others who are pulling and seeking you and your energies as they move in separ-
ateness from harmonious purposes . This Awareness suggests you not follow those errors, but that you follo w
that path which leads to universal harmony : and in so following, that, you accept all entities, regardless of
their misdirection and the error in their ways . This Awareness indicates that there is a difference between
accepting the individual and accepting the errors . You may accept the person and disapprove of the erro r
which the person has expressed or committed .

This Awareness indicates the movement toward universal harmonies is that which accepts the divinity o f
all beings, regardless of the misdirected energies which they have expressed . This Awareness indicates as a n
agent for good, it becomes necessary for such entities to confront and deal with those misdirected energies ,
but not to associate the misdirected energies with the divinity of the agent which has misdirected his energies .
This Awareness indicates briefly, to summarize : do not confuse the action with the actor, for all actors are
divine, although the actions may be in error .

"Who needs a
Peace College ?

I am startin g

the 1.ittle Schoo l

of St . Francis' :



"Unity through diversity" ( More on the Unified States of Awareness )

UNITY THROUGH ORDER OR UNITY THROUGH CHAO S

I Too many chats and ingredients make for a rancid salad I

QUESTION :

One last question along this line : In a practical, working situat-
ion, could Awareness give more specific advice on dealing wit h
one who expresses the need to be included, but strings seem t o
be attached almost immediately . Perhaps the kind of guidanc e
that was referred to in reference to the Unified States o f

Awareness action?
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This Awareness indicates in such situations wherein an entit y
wishes to be included in an action wherein the entity is no t

capable of being included,---for example, a five-year-old wishin g
to fly the airplane with other pilots who are taking the plan e
(Jul . for a test,----this Awareness indicates there are often situat -
ions of this nature wherein an entity is incapable of being in -

eluded because of the ineptitude or lack of responsibility or maturity or training or understanding . This Aware-
ness indicates in such situations, obviously, there must be a certain standard applied for such inclusions ; and
whereby an entity wishes to be included, you may apply the standard, stating clearly that if you are to be in-
cluded, you must live up to this particular standard, you must be capable of this type of responsibility .

This Awareness indicates the child who wishes to indulge in adult toys or privileges must first prove himsel f
or herself capable of meeting those responsibilities which accompany the privileges of the adult . And ofte n
there are standards applied f'roni long experience, such as by a culture, whereby after much gathering of infor-
mation, observation, experience, understanding, the entire culture has concluded that the child, as a genera l
rule, is not capable of handling this particular type of responsibility until approximately this or that particula r
age. Therefore, the culture may place an age limit, as one of the standard requirements . This Awareness indicate s
that, although the age limit as a standard requirement is artificial in that the child may not become responsibl e
at the particular moment when the entity reaches that particular age and may, in fact ., have become respon-
sible three or four years earlier ; still that standard, even though artificial, may remain as fixed and necessary
for the general good of the society .

This Awareness indicates that in a smaller group, such as an organization, the standards demanded or nec-
essitated by the situation may vary somewhat, according to the responsibilities involved in the purposes o f
the organization . This Awareness indicates that wherein standards are set according to the rules of the organ-
ization, which again may be artificially created, but may be necessarily created in order to guarantee that th e
organization can function properly in its responsibilities for its purposes ; those rules, then, become guideline s
for the behavior of those who wish to be included .

This Awareness indicates that wherein such entities fail to fit in the guidelines or fail to follow the rules ,
the organization then may arrange, one way or the other, to exclude that entity who wanted to be included ,
but was incapable of the responsibility of such inclusion . This Awareness indicates, however, that such rules
of an organization must be defined in order for entities to understand when, where and how, and if they hav e
broken the rules .

This Awareness indicates in the case of the Unified States of Awareness, before the information could hav e
been completely channeled, before the rules were determined, before the organization was formulated, certai n
entities began quickly attempting to define the organization from their own personal will and desire for self -
significance or for purposes of separating entities from the unity of all beings . This Awareness indicates thi s
particularly in terms of racial overtones and in terms of personal significances being promoted, which wer e
not in the proper spirit of the action and which created descriptions of the U .S .of A. which were not, in fact ,
harmonious to the unity of all things and the Law of One .

This Awareness indicates there is a great difference between the action of unifying through order and unif-
ying through chaos . And wherein an entity seeks to include everything in his salad, including all the vegetable s
of the garden, all the fruit from the trees, all the scraps from the table, and the dirt from the ground, and th e
various types of meat, flesh, cheeses, milk and eggs and shells, and all the spices available, allowing everythin g
into the salad and calling it "The Great Democratic Salad" wherein everything has its place and voice, and n o
one controls anything,----this Awareness indicates this can be seen as harmonious for those who want that type
of salad . This Awareness indicates however, that wherein entities want something wherein there is order, whic h
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defines a different kind of harmony, a type of placid flavor here, a peaceful flavor there, various spices whic h
blend just, right in this or that area, wherein entities seek the order to allow the harmony without chaos, the n
entities cannot allow the various cooks or salad-makers to reach out and grab anything off the shelf and thro w
it in, but must instead follow the recipe, take their time, and let the recipe unfold in its proper course and
allow the dish to develop, according to the recipe which is being followed .

This Awareness indicates in terms of the Unified States of A wareness the recipe was started, part of th e
recipe was given, then the various chefs entered in and began throwing in the various substances : their favorite
spices, their favorite vegetables, their favorite words, favorite concepts, favorite ideas , favorite friends, favorit e
hostilities, favorite insecurities, and their favorite prestige-making comments ; and therefore, the salad became
rancid and inedible before it was completed . This Awareness indicates therefore, the Unified States of Aware-
ness was put in limbo, the recipe being hall' channeled . This Awareness waits until the proper time, prope r
entities, proper situation whereby It can channel the rest, of the recipe for those who will follow the recipe ,
rather than attempt to put their own brand of spice or title on the salad .

This Awareness indicates It has many ways of bringing about the necessary changes upon this plane . Th e
Unified States of Awareness could have been one of these ways, but is not necessarily the only way . Thi s
Awareness indicates, also, the Peace College can perform this action, and if this fails and if all other effort s
fail, this Awareness can allow the Alien Force to have its day, so that the entities upon this earth then becom e
aware and realize the error in the path which they follow, and willingly return to the Law of One.

WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO TAKE AWARENESS MATERIAL OUT OF CONTEXT ?

QUES'T'ION :

One other question came to mind along this same line . Due to the loose structure that C .A.C . has been using,
whereby the Awareness concepts and projects have been printed and put out into consciousness, a by-produc t
has made them available to other people who take them , along with certain lines out of context, and spea k
about them, write about them, use these to grind their personal axes or tan their personal egos etc . Is there
any further comment or advice in this area'?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that keeping the material copywrited as that which is appropriate . This Awarenes s
indicates that the action of allowing others to quote from this material is that which assists in spreading a n
awareness of your organization, although it also allows fragmented understanding of your organization . Thi s
Awareness indicates essentially, the purpose of copywriting material is to allow that material to become well -
established over a long period of time before being released to the public in fragmented parts or in ways where -
by the information is changed in its redistribution .

This Awareness indicates that there may be a time whereby those who wish to quote the readings shoul d
be requested to have permission and to arrange the reprinting with your organization, so that these message s
are properly quoted and properly redistributed . This Awareness indicates that this may become a necessity ,
particularly if entities continue to quote these messages along with their personal philosophy and interpret-
ation of the messages .

This Awareness indicates that there are many, many religious organizations, all of different natures, quotin g
from the Bible, using the scripture to substantiate their own particular brand of religion, yet being in conflic t
with each other . This Awareness indicates that., likewise, these readings being given can become fragmented
into various philosophical organizations, each with its own interpretation . This Awareness indicates however ,
that it appears to be of little lasting-significance in regards to the messages, whether these are quoted by othe r
groups or whether this is held exclusively by C .A.C . or the Aquarian Church, or both. This Awareness indicate s
that at this present time, it appears that, no great concern or need for further restriction on these messages i s
apparent .

'Phis Awareness indicates, however, it also appears that there are certain misues of these materials, of thes e
readings, whereby some entities are using the readings to promote that which is separateness, to substantiate
hostilities by distorting the spirit or message which this Awareness has given . This Awareness indicates tha t
this needs to be watched and may need to be tended at some time in the future . This Awareness indicates this,
at present, appears not. to be of such great concern that it needs immediate attention . This Awareness suggests
that this be watched, but that this not, at this time, needing rules of restriction to prevent entities from quot-
ing the readings . :** *

FD's Note :

C .A .G . does copyright, its publications and does allow reputable people and publications to reprint much of this material . I f
they intend to edit the material or take certain parts out of context, they must. first send the draft. to C .A .C . for approval .
Unfortunately, not everyone does this, even though they are breaking the copyright laws . The following are some examples :



Some time before Awareness presented the Unified States of Awareness information, Paul gave a personal reading to Fre d
Anthony Warren in Detroit . At the end of the personal reading, the energizer (not Warren) asked a specific question whic h
allowed Awareness to present some initial fragments on Lhe U.S .of A. which It intended to bring forth at a later time wit h
different entities . The tape with this information was inadveutantty mailed back to Warren (the U .S .of A . material shoul d
have been erased as it had noLhimg to do with the personal reading) . Warren, along with his henchman, Jack Katchmar ( a
notorious bigot who puts out, a vicious newsletter attacking Jews and Blacks) seized upon this U .S .of A . information an d
immediately published their personalized version in a booklet titled 'Cosmic Awareness Speaks ' (a copyrighted title blatantl y
lifted from C .A .C . with no prior notice nor approval) . Mixed within some basic information of the Beast Conspiracy . these
entities lifted certain Awareness phrases out of context to make it appear that Cosmic Awareness had given them Its persona l
permission and blessing to launch the Unified States of Awareness out of Detroit . (In the process it made Awareness appear
that It was agreeing with all the intemperate, racial slurs etc . these entities were publishing) . Anthony Warren even had th e
audacity to put out a newsletter with the title, "Unified States of Awareness Communications ". This along with one Katchmar
put out under the name of ASTRO, Inc . (a white supremacy hate sheet which depicts a muscular naked white man, presumabl y
Katchmar, holding up a circle in one hand and a caduceus in the other, with the inscription " in God we trust" at the bottom .
The penis in the illustration is highly exaggerated,( Similar illustrations abound in the various ' fag ' magazines currently on th e
market) . Both these entities, formerly belonging to Clare Prophet's Detroit organization (she formally 'excommunicated' the m
because of the anti-Semitic and anti-Black propaganda they consistantly promote, ) blatantly lift words and phrases from C .A .C .
and personal readings out of context and 'translate ' this information into their own ego-promoting , sanctimonious trips which
they, in tur n, lay upon their readership . They live in a fantasy world believing that Detroit is God s New Age Capitol becaus e
of the 'divine work ' they are doing. They plead and whine, asking the same question over and over : 'Cosmic Awareness, why does
the black, Lucifer-Rothschild forces have billions of dollars and us Light Workers have to live in poverty " etc . (A question from
Katchmar on this was asked and Awareness ; gave Its response in No . '79-22 'A Petition to the Inner Planes to Bestow Riche s
upon Light Workers ' ($2 .00 from C.A .C,) The trouble started when Awareness made the mistake of informing these entitie s
in personal readings that Katchmar had a lifestreain connection to Yok of Carpathia (an entity Katchmar researched an d
trumpets to his readers as the 'founder of Yoga' --probably'rant ric---and Anthony Warren had a Iifestreain connection to Franci s
of Assisi . Armed with this information, Warren iunnwdiatily fills his newsletters with badly-drawn iliustrat .ions of St . Franci s
with an ultra sweet smiling, pansy-Iike photo of a boy about 19 . evidently designed tit mislead the reader into believing tha t
is what Anthony Warren looks like today (about. 40 years later) and commences to tout his own personal versions of what h e
feels to be the Cosmic Awareness principles, He and Katchmar were instrumental in vampiring off the energies of the U,S,of A .
in its early stages with their ego-promoting letters and communications disrupting the energies of the newly-formed Board .

At Yorktown tit 197'7 Anthony Warren glad-handed, sang and danced his cheery self somehow onto the Board of the ne w
U .S .of A . child (a decision most of the Board lived to regret) . Katchmar was not accepted at all, but this did not stop him .
Ile gained access to the U .S .of A . Board meetings evidently by reading the material sent . in confidence to Warren . This resulted
in months of printed tirades against. the Ii,S,iif A . Board members who were trying to energize this concept into consciousnes s
in a manner indicated previously by Awareness . These two entities, promoting various entities from UFO groups who were no w
also trying to push 1'llh;llt versions of the USofA down everyone's throats, so thoroughly disrupted the energies of this ne w
One World (loeernmenl, concept which Awareness had presented as the alternative to the Beast 666 One World Government ,
thaf Awareness became so upset It gave three or four conwhit' readings to the IJSof A Board telling it to gel this thing together ,
get rid of the disruptive elemenis etc . or the entire USofA concept would be tut ut Limbo . Although the Board did censure
Ow entities disrupting it, the energies were corctinully sapped off, and the OSofA is now in Limbo, as indicated in the abov e
reading . Katchmar continues to lay the blame on the blacks and Ilia dews and is note in a campaign that his theory of `the hol e
in sltac( ' Awareness mentioned depends on removing 'ioin Mci,)uay from the Capstone position and replacing him with Pau l
Shockley, whom Awiiiencs :, had previously indicated could rtol, he in that position . In the meantime, Anthony Warren ha d
decided to replace the entire U .S .ol A. concept with his 'unity in diversity ' horse manure, opening the entire thing up to all th e
New Age group : . with an accent on those who took their orders from 'ascended masters' and UFO aliens . Shortly after Awarenes s
presented information ou the Peace College , Anthony Warren leaped in his usual manner to gratify his ego and vendee thes e
new energies by Informing his readers that he was now e•,tablishmg as an alternative, 'The Little School of St . Francis ' . For years
this editor has been convinced these entities were directed by the Alien Force to infiltrate, disrupt and sabotage the program s
and concepts which Cosmic Awareness has given, but until this moment has not expressed these views in print . This is expresse d
at this time only because these two entities art' presently' engaged in a further onslaught against the U .S .ol' A ., which although
ire Limbo is still the best alternative to the Beast 666 Once World government which the Rockefeller-Rothschild-Zionists ar e
at this moment trying to bring down upon a sleeping world . f Katchmar, who claims to be a world war II hero, evidentiy suffere d
brain damage while defending the Jews against. the Nazis, for his cotntnunications are incoherent, abusive, insulting to th e
iatt'ltigc ncc' of the reader Iraughl with 1 l e tter c .pletives, intemperate and deranged logic and ramblings that is commonl y
found m uotitultons where hydrocephalic idiots and low grade (morons abound, pontificating on their self-importance an d
delusions; of grandeur . No reader could take this mare seriously unless possibly the red-neck mentality who gets his jollies fro m
persecuting and bullying minorities) . Anthony Warren, on the other hand, should certainly know better . Having been in the
Awareness movement for many yenta, this entity certainly MUST have at least, learned to understand the nature of energie s
and at least a rudinu•ntan-y knowlege of Magi :', and for this reason is held ac•cowntahic by this editor as the prime mischief -
maker and saboteur of the ranous Awareness concepts which he, and his cohort . .lack Katchmar, have successfully placed int o
a stale of Itnrbo . Anthony, who ;Berets Ronan Catholic masses 3 or 4 times weekly (he informs us) may believe he is makin g
peace with !limas if as he prays to those plastic rend plaster replicas of St . Francis and other idols designed for such purposes ,
but he is only fooling himself if he thinks his current activities are making peace with those entities who take the concept s
of Cosmic Awareness seriously . (And this editor is one who does) . You can sue toe, little boys, hut you did ask for it .

C .A .C . and this editor ludic been LIne unfortunate recipients of Dark Katchmar's and Anthony Warren ' s publications for almos t
ten years now. We have ncs:er subscribed, it this printed imbecility just keeps arriving in the mail, each successive issue mor e
outrageous and mnchoherent than the last issue . We heartily suggest. that if any C .A .C . member is unfortunate enough to get o n
these entities mailing lists, to simply file the letter in File No . 13 (the wastebasket) without opening . It won ' t do you any goo d
to write to them and ask thrum to take you off the mailing list .-we have tried this !

(Avaton)



. . .Russia's 26 year load over the United States . . . .

RUSStA'S SECRET WEAPON

	

TUE EMP (Electronic Electra-magnetic Pulse I
( Russian Robotoids Fly Raaulerly to Other Planets )

QUESTION :
We 've had a number of questions sent in about the Electronic Electromagnetic Pulse, called EMP, information on which is bein g
leaked out from several sources . This question front P .M . of Riverside, Cal ., asks : " The June Ist edition of the Spotlight newspape r
said that Russia has a weapon, EMP, that would literally burn out all electronic equipment that uses solid-state circuitry if it happen:
to be plugged into conventional power sources . If this is so, did the Soviets get this information from the UFO intelligences . Any -
way, it seems to me that we, or the leaders of this country are the 'bad guys', and up until recent times, the Soviets are the 'goo d
guys ' , What a crazy time we live in! "

And one other piece of information on the EMP : "A sleeping dragon" says Science News magazine, "a nuclear bomb detonate s
250 miles above Omaha . A type of fallout most people have never heard of bathes the entire nation, and within a fraction of a
second, people coast.-to-coast find themselves without power, without telecommunications, without computers, in a word 'vulner -
able' . This is opposite to the Neutron Bomb . EMI' cripples or kills electronic equipment, but leaves humans standing, very muc h
alive and vulnerable . This would probably precede any attack on the United States . We are helpless!" Would Awareness comment ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that this information as valid ; that the Russians as having made dramatic advances i n
terms of those areas of science and physics which deal with psychic, magnetic and electronic energies . This Aware
ness indicates that these entities also advanced in terms of anti-gravity concepts and are approximately 25 year s
ahead of the United States in its developments . This Awareness indicates that in recent times it has been stated
that the Russians were 20 years ahead in such developments . This Awareness indicates that in the past year
certain breakthroughs have changed this so that they may be considered 25 years ahead in spite of the stepped-u p
efforts of those in the United States to catch up . This Awareness indicates this is the results of the efforts b y
those within this nation to supply information and technology to the Soviet Union when the Soviet Union wa s
controlled by the Bolsheviks, and those within the United States were working hand-in-hand with these entities .
This Awareness indicates this in particular the Rockefeller Foundation, or Rockefeller empire, and working to-
gether with the Rothsehilds who were behind the Bolshevik powers in Russia .

This Awareness indicates that now the Russians have Laken back the control of Russia in such a manner as to
expel the Bolsheviks ; and the present . Skoptsis rulers of Russia now have the advanced technology and scienc e
which was to have belonged to the Bolshevik powers of Russia, while the Bolshevik ' :rowers of Russia are now
back in the U .S.A . and in Europe attempting to catch up these countries with the technology which had bee n
given away to the Russian nation . This Awareness indicates that this as, in part, the reason why Russia has adv-
anced so greatly : also the fact that Russia was open to sharing information between scientists regarding such in -
formation as available through Testa and other inventors which were in the West, ignored or suppressed . Thi s
Awareness indicates that the works of Wilhelm Reich also are being studied in Russia . This Awareness indicate s
that also there are certain extra-terrestrial energies which are assisting the Skoptsis of Russia in their presen t
technologies .

This Awareness indicates that the Russians fly their spacecraft to Titan, and other stations in this solar system
on a regular basis, having contact with other extra-terrestrial beings . This Awareness indicates that this being
flown by Robotoids and certain computers with occasional human passengers on the voyage .

QUESTION :

Then from this piece of information, can one assume that the country of Husain has been accepted into the Galactic Space Comm -
and, whereby the rest of the earth is not yet ready for this acceptance due to its warlike propensities ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :
This Awareness indicates that this acceptance as in a state of conlimuad negotiation between the Skoptsis and the Intergalacti c

Command, whereas the Western World being controlled largely from interests of the Rockefeller and Rothschild forces, is not ye t
open to negotiation of a serious nature with these entities of the Intergalactic Space Command . This Awareness indicates however ,
situations are being created, circumstances are crystallizing whereby these forces will be brought to a condition where negotiation s
will be the most beneficial choice available to them .

QUESTION :

With this 25 year technological advance that Russia now holds over the United States, it would appear then that with this advantage
there is no reason for them to get too excited about the current. Reagan program, a crash program within the next 5 to 6 years t o
try to rearm the United States and put it on a war-footing production .

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this in the affirmative . This Awareness indicates. that the 25 year advantage is that which is also havin g
a greater potential for mushrooming at an actelerat .ed rate . This Awareness indicates that it . has long been recognized that knowledge
increases the opportunity for greater knowledge at an acceleration of acceleration . This Awareness indicates that wherein it woul d
take the United States approximately 25 years to reach the evolved level of that which is now the Russian technology, the Russia n
technology by that time could he as much as 100 years advanced unless the United States received some kind of information o r
help from the increased technology of the Itusarans . This Awareness indicates that in terms of this 25 year lead : if the United States
can, through its scientists and diplomatic sources, or through spies or other forms of communication, find some kind of opening ,
whereby information is passed from Russia to the United States, and is unhindered, then the gap could be closed much more quickly .
This Awareness indicates however, this would he recognized as it occurred and could create greater tension so that the Russian s
would be less inclined to be patient and might be more demanding of the United States .

This Awareness indicates that the advantage the Russians hold in terms of technology is not necessarily reflected in their under -
standing ot'sociological concerns . 'I'his Awareness indicates these entities are not as advanced in sociological concepts as are the ent-
ities of the Western World . Therefore, these entities often make blunders in the use of power, in the use of propaganda, or in the us e
of government . This Awareness indicates however, these entities are learning very quickly in terms of sociological programs and dip -
lomatic methods so that they do not compound blunders or repeat mistakes without learning from them .

This Awareness indicates that the greater advantage available to the Russians is the clarity of their organizational system, comm -
unication, and motives . The advantage in the Western World is their massive experience from hundreds of year, of data-collecting ,
methods and systems for handling different situations of diplomatic or political or military nature ; and the disadvantages in th e
Western system is the lack of clear communication between various departments, branches or countries which are essentially intend -
ed to work together . This Awareness indicates there is much competition in the est between scientists, between agencies, betwee n
agent; between branches, between countries . This concept of competition is that which characterizes the Western World more tha n
that . of Russia . The Russians emphasize the concept of cooperation and teamwork,



CONCERNING THE "HOLE IN SPACE "
AND POWER PLAYS WITHIN THE U .S .of A .

Ill ' s Nole : The reading up to this point was given in July, 1980 . The following question wa s
asked in June, 1981, after the two entities, Jack Katchmar and Anthony Warren had renewe d
their campaign to further disrupt the energies of the U .S .of A . with a series of `newsletters ' an d
phony petitions to remove Tom McQuay from the Capstone or OM position of the U .S .of A .

This is a loaded question sent in by Anthony Warren ,
along with about 20 others (not asked), including a n
imbecilic dream Anthony had about making brea d
which he wanted Cosmic Awareness to interpret .

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that the `hole i n
space' concept essentially as a `concept ' , whereby
energies may flow through . This Awareness ind-
icates this not necessarily in reference to the
entity Paul Shockley, or his `mummy ' . This
Awareness indicates that this `hole in space ' was
in reference to the opening of consciousness o r
opening of awareness levels within entities wh o
were present at the time, and who were informe d
of the experience later . The hole in space essent-
ially is the hole in an individual ' s awareness, o r
in the awareness of the mass mind, whereb y
entities can become aware of the need for a ne w
concept of government, which serves the people ,
rather than that which has control over people .
'Phis Awareness indicates that the Unified States
of Awareness was intended to exemplify an d
create new ways of thinking in regard to govern-
ment .

This Awareness indicates the `hole in space '
essentially as an allegory, or metaphor ; but als o
may be seen as an opening into levels of aware-
ness, This Awareness indicates that wherein ent-
ities allow that hole to have its expression, then
this energy continues to develop and grow . Thi s

Awareness indicates that wherein entities insist that the `hole in space' has to be centered in the entity Pau l
Shockley, and is not allowed through any other, then this is a stilling action, which prevents this Awarenes s
from moving through other sources . (This Awareness indicates in fact it does not prevent this Awareness, bu t
rather, would attempt to prevent such movement) ,

This Awareness indicates that, this question is in reference, designed particularly to focus on the efforts o f
Jack Katchmar to have the entity Paul Shockley move into the position held by Tom McQuay as the OM pos-
ition of the Unified States of Awareness. `Phis Awareness indicates that It is not at this time, nor does It intend
in the immediate future, to have this change occur. This Awareness indicates that wherein entities can simpl y
`hack-off' long enough to allow this Awareness through Its various openings, to have the space to bring abou t
the proper conditions, in terms of environment, in terms of consciousness growth, and in terms of concept s
which need development ; when these can be brought about according to the proper timing, then the Unified
Slates of Awareness can continue .

This Awareness has great amounts of time, and can outwait anyone else upon this plane ; and the impatience
of certain entities to see this action started according to their interpretation and plans, and according to their
directions, is simply hindering the movement : and this Awareness can wait until these entities have left thi s
plane, if necessary, and can work through other entities in other lifetimes to come .

dark, 'el huddy ,
I'm oltscaz>vvi ovc ~
ilia holm hi space
Awareness t;ilks about .
I think you ehould be
the Gip atone of the
USofA not M?Quay .
lnloss, of course, yo u

can think of someon e
else who atuld do the
job ; better,

	

/

Anthony, dearie, that hole i n
space may be closer than yo u
imagine . I'm much too modest ;
1 think you should be the Capstone .
By the way, did you see that not e
from Avaton? He thinks the hole
is here in Detroit. and tha t
there's a lot of hot, foul ai r
blowing out of it . (San yo u
imagine that?

QUESTION :

Anthony Warren has a question : "Awareness,
what specifically is the `hole in space' throug h
which You came in 1969, to plant the circle o f
unity in the mummy of Paul Shockley, whic h
evolved into the Unified States of Awarenes s
in 1977? "

9 .



ED'S Note : Torn McQuay was appointed the OM or Capstone position on the Unified States of Awareness pyramid at the Yor k
Convention in 1977 . He came with good credentials (Awareness informed everyone at York that Tom had previously been th e
entity Thomas Jefferson), and no better person could possibly qualify for this new Constitution and New Age government which
Awareness was presenting as the alternative to the Beast 666 One World Goverment . the Illuminati was in the process of creating
on this plane, which would result in the enslavement of all humanity, The jealousy this created among certain entities and the
venom with which they launched their attack against this entity in their attempts to persuade the U .S .of A . Board to replac e
him, along with their efforts to force certain heads of UFO organizations down the Board's throats, is the main reason this edito r
believes the Alien Force has been using these two entities, in particular, to sabotage, frustrate, delay and possibly prevent th e
entire USofA concept from ever coming into being .

For more information on the U .S .of A., please refer to the "Akashic Record" ($4 .00 from C.A .C .) ; Also the booklet, "A Magi c
Happening at Yorktown", $3 .00; "Yorktown, Pa . Nov . 1977 " ;$3 .00, also related USofA readings, (See Back Issues Catalogs) .

REPERCUSSIONS FROM THE BOMBING OF IRAQ'S NUCLEAR REACTO R

(A scenario of possible things to come. . ."a growing tendency toward fascism in the U.S." )

QUESTION :

Recently Israel, with American-made planes, bombed a nuclear reactor in Iraq . Could Awareness give us a poss-
ible scenario, or repercussions that might come from this event?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that this action as the beginning of the surfacing of a conflict which has been some -
what hidden, particularly in the foreign-policy approaches of the United States . This Awareness indicates that
this action being that which affects both Iraq and Israel, but also reflects into the political affairs of the Unite d
States . This Awareness indicates that it should first be understood that a state of war exists between Israel an d
Iraq---this having been established sometime back . Although that state of war has been inactive, officially these
two nations are at war with each other . This Awareness indicates that therefore, to state that the bombing o f
this plant was an act of war is somewhat redundant . This Awareness indicates that it is, however, a violation t o
this country, and although both sides have their own policy in regard to the situation, (one claiming the agress-
ion was an act of defense ; the other claiming it to be an aggressive attack, without precedence or need), the sit-
uation being such that it became a spark to ignite greater attention as well as tension in the Middle East.

This Awareness indicates that the reflection which this action has upon the policies of the United States i s
that which relates unto the presdent Administration as well as to the Bolsheviks who are presently within th e
United States seeking to regain certain powers which have been lost in the political structure in the Unite d
States . This Awareness indicates that it will be remembered that the large oil companies were reported by Dr .
Beter in his earlier tapes, to have assisted in the financing of Iraq in its invasion of Iran . This Awareness indicates
also, it will be remembered that the information also stated that the Iranians were being highly influenced by th e
Bolsheviks . This Awareness indicates that entities may also recall the Dr. Beter tapes stating that the major oi l
companies of the Rockefeller empire as having been involved in supporting Ronald Reagan in his election agains t
ex-President Carter ; whereas the Bolsheviks were those who were backing the ex-President . This Awareness ind-
icates that entities may now recognize the connection whereby the Bolsheviks, -- in association with the count-
er-parts of the Zionists, and in association with Israel and Iran,---are in fact experiencing a certain kind of comp-
etition with those who have now taken much of the control of the Rockefeller oil company empire, and the oi l
companies who are in fact assisting, or who have assisted in backing Iraq .

This Awareness indicates that from another sense : the Bolsheviks, Zionists and Israelis all being tied in wit h
the Rothschild empire, are experiencing a conflict with the remnants of the Rockefeller empire, which is als o
linked with the Iraqians . This Awareness indicates that the present Administration, in particular Ronal d
Reagan with his staff, as being highly influenced by this oil cartel and the Rockefeller powers . This Awareness
reminds entities also of David RockefelIer's recent visits to the Middle East and certain agreements and arrange-
ments which he made with the Arab nations . This Awareness indicates that this conflict, surfacing dramaticall y
for the first time in this nation of the United States, whereby the Administration breaks precedence and reflect s
favoritism toward a non-Zionist, toward a non-"Jewish" nation, is that which can begin a new polarizatio n
within this United States that can focus on the insidious or hidden prejudisms which exist within this countr y
that have not surfaced within the controlled press . This Awareness indicates that essentially, there is a tendency
toward fascism which is counter to the Israeli/Zionist/Bolshevik movement, and this tendency toward fascis m
is growing stronger and may lead to further polarity during the coming months . This Awareness indicates als o
however, it likewise creates a greater danger for the present leaders of this nation, in particular the entity Ronal d
Reagan.

HEPATITUS PLANNED FOR PRESIDENT REAGA N

This Awareness indicates that along this same line, there is a danger to this entity which is already known i n
certain secret circles, relating to his previous wounds from the attempted assassination ; for this entity as having
been given such large amounts of blood transfusion that there is a strong possibility, bordering on a probability ,
that the entity will, in a few months, contract hepatitus, which could be extremely dangerous to the entity's
health . This Awareness indicates that there are many within certain inner circles who are aware of this probab-
ility, and who are waiting to see whether this occurs .

}.0.



This Awareness indicates there also are those who within the Bolshevik arena, are hoping to see some way t o
remove this entity Ronald Reagan from Lhe position of power which he holds . This Awareness indicates that .
these two factions, -having strong power in the Western World, within Europe and the United States, throug h
the oil cartels of the West, and the banking estahlishmewt.s, and through the Rothschild establishments, th e
Zionists and Bolsheviks and the Israeli forces,---these are creating a kind of inner conflict within the Wester n
World . This Awareness indicates that likewise, the secret, government agencies are similarly being influence d
by these forces .

This Awareness indicates that. the mossad of Israel as having much Influence on the FBI and in some area s
infiltrating ; whereas the CIA is avoiding such influence and is working more closely with the Rockefeller empir e
and the oil powers . This Awareness Indicates that meanwhile, apart from these two major factions of the West -
ern World, there are also those factions of Russia,--the Skoptsis and the KGB secret agencies ; the Skoptsis havin g
control of the greater military and technological power ; the KGB as having influenced and moved into man y
areas of the Western World, so that a very well-established spy system and information-gathering network i s
avaIIaWe to the Skoptsis .

This Awareness indicates that apart : from these three major powers, !here are also other powers of less signif-
icance which are likewise having some powerful influences upon the face of the news . This Awareness indicate s
that the nations of the Middle East . Particularly Iran, Iraq . Saudi Arabia, Libya, Syria, Lebanon,---these are begin-
ning to Create their own political and foreign policy systems whereby in some instances, such as with Saud i
Arabia, the use of money as that which is being the major weapon of this nation to gain greater and greater powe r
and control,---this through buying tap much property in the United States and in other countries . This Awareness
indicates that . in some of the other Middle East countries, the continued and secret build-up of military hardware ,
and even efforts to build nuclear weapons and rockets ; this is being stepped-up by some of these nations .

SECR[T ROTHSCHILD 1ERRORISTGROUP UEHINO ATLANTA MURDER S

This Awareness indicates that . there are also certain forces of an ultra-secret terrorist organization being linked
beneath that structure of the . . . . This Awareness indicates there appear to he several such organizations . Thi s
Awareness indicates that the major terrorist organization as that whirl] is linked under the structure which flow s
upward to the Zionist Ro,tllschild organization . Ileep down in this structure is this terrorist organization whereb y
entities from many different tonlitrieS tinder different programs ; have been trained in ways to create fear amon g
the masses, and havoc among certain nations and cultures, to assist in polarizing one group against another .

This Awareness indicates that many of the social and political assassinations in this United Stales and lit othe r
Western World nations is in fact coming from this terrorist group . This Awareness indicates that some of th e
killings in the Atlanta area as related to certain Iranian influences in this nation, attempting to create greate r
division between the Whites and Blacks of this nation ; this as part of a larger plan which is brewing under th e
Rothschild framework .

This Awareness indicates that in tennis of the future iniplications of all of this ; this Awareness has indicated i n
1968, in a reading for the president . of Lewis and Clark College, that unless Israel changed its was, it would i n
fact cease to exist . upon this plane . This Awareness indicates that as of present time, Israel has not changed its
ways . This Awareness indicates however, that, there is still opportunity for much to occur . This Awareness Ind-
icatesi that this message not intended as a co'nsurship of individuals, but rather as information relating to th e
Bolshevik policies and manipulators which are using and manipulating the .newish people for purposes other tha n
that which is beneficial to Ihemselves as people, or to others of the human race .

This) Awareness Indicates that likewise, there are other forces which are not. ainy better (in terms of a mora l
evaluation) than these Zionist./Bolshevik forces (or the Rothschild forces), in that they also are feeding on th e
energies of lust ., greed and power at the expense of others, This Awareness indicates that these forces also must
change their wa ys if the y wish to continue existing as a people or culture upon this plane : for those who canno t
adapt to the Law c)/ One , the Law o/' Boil$, the Law of Unity, the Law of Mercy,---these and other Cosmic Law s
which are being brought. to hear upon this planet,---those who cannot adjust to these Laws will be broken by
these Taws . '

This Awareness indicates this time and up through 1982, and to 1986, these are very crucial, dangerous an d
volatile times . And if by chance the human race passes through this period without . major and devastating wars
of groat holocaust, as has never been seen ; and if Lhe human race passes through these times without great .
collapse of cultures, civilizations, without . social upheavals that. rip apart . entire nations ; and if the human rac e
passes through these times without. economic collapse and famine as has never been experienced ; and if th e
human race passes through these times without has of the present freedoms, and the increases of dictatoria l
controls on a global level ; then indeed the human race can consider itself fortunate and living under the La w
of Grace .

	

+ : :+: :+: +: .+

'Please refer t,, the "Cisani Laws of Cosmic Awareness" ( $ 3 .010 from C .A .C . )

for a full explanallou of these Laws .

Pr . Beier tapes are available from : Dr . BO er Audio Later, Suite 5092, 1 ti29 K St . NW, Washingtun, U .C . 20001i . Write fo r
free information and 'catch-up ' hargain on previously-issued Audio News Letters .
For more info on Rothschild, please refer to'Itsvelations of Awareness ' No . 79-18 (The Wet) of Conscp1racy) $3,00 ; also No .
79 . 25 (Secrets 4)1' the til t 0s) ;$1 .00 ; also 81 .7 (/,ionise)) ;$'1 .0(1 from C .A .C .
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THE GREAT MONEY PANIC---HOW TO SURVIVE iT "
(You rood it first 3 yams rtgo in "The Gathering Storm" ) ( Front a C .A .C . General Reading )QUESTION : June 18 , 198 1

A .Y ., one of the SI'lltAl- eyes, :tent in it flyer she received for a book called "'Pile Great ?Honey Panic, g low to Survive It," by
Marlin D . Weiss . 1 'd tike to read a little of this to Awareness and ask if It sees what the author sees us being quite as dire as h e
makes it . lie says :

"Will your future Ix' impacted l .ty any of the following crises'? in the next 2 .1 months, you win live through a crisis unlike al t :
other crisis in human history . General Motors will go bankrupt . AT&T, Scars Roebuck, Bank of America, Chase_ Manhattan, Citiban k
and many other, will close down . Before the end of of 1982 President Ronald Reagan will be forced to declare uat .ional emergenc y
closing down the New York Stock Exchange and nearly every factory, office, hank, school or local government in the U .S . But. ther e
will be no strikes, riots, revolution or bloodshed to speak of . The crisis ahead will be entirely different . from any crisis recorded i n
human history . You may have to decide your own iate for the rest of your life within the next six months, If you follow th e
advice in many crisis hooks, you could he wiped out of house and home . If you make the right decisions, you will survive an d
prosper .

Author Martin D . Weiss says we ' ve been through credit crutches . recessions, money squeezes, and the Great Depression, but h e .
wonders how ninny people are really ready for what, he terms The (treat Money Panic . The Panic ho sees just ahead of us . The pan c
will derive from the illiquidity ()I's surprising number of corporate giants, Weiss claims . He status, whereas General Motors had man -
aged lo turn a profit iu the depths of the Great Depression of the 1920s, in 1981)--still not far front the peak of the greatest boon s
over---it announced record losses, But Weiss is n ' t only picking on GM . His seering inspection is zeroed in on other giants such as :
AT&T, Ford Motor, CBS . RCA, it tlani ii' Richfield, Ioca•Cala, Mobile Oil, Republic Steel, It .,J . Reynolds . etc ., each one a househol d
word . Weiss believes the Great Money Panic is not just another recession--it is far worse : a boomerang reaction to decades of acceler -
ated expansion, a sudden contraction in consumption, production and distribution ; and, most. important, an explosive demand fo r
the unavailable cas h . According{ to Weiss, the Great Money Patric will be worse than Lhe ( ;real Depression . Weiss takes some pain s
to describe the fatal weakness of Anwriea ' s large corporations and financial instltuiions . lie analyzes the 'rea l ' price of gold an d
the hidden dangers in bonds and certificates of deposit, but. most fascinating of all, the author has written a fict.irmal scenario o f
a total financial collapse as it may unfold in the corning months . "

Would Awareness comment on this book, •The (treat Money Panic, and ilow to Survive !t ." ?
*EI) 's Note : (this book available front the Atlantic Institute, Alcorn Bldg,, 2315 Broadway, N .Y ., N .Y . 10024 . Price : $16 .95 )

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that, this book as tied, which is based upon the intentions and efforts which wer e
begun previously by those forces of the Rothschild empire, This Awareness indicates that these forces as having
esrtain controls over many different corporations, and that these economic manipulations as that which woul d
have such effects as desct'ihed in this hook if the activities intended could move as itlanned . This Awareness Ind-
icate, however, there have ln.'en certain alterations in the movement. of energies since this hook was written . This
Awareness indicates that the hook as that . which reflects previous information given by this Awareness in relatio n
to the beginning of an economic crash which was to have begun in October of 1979 . This Awareness indicate s
that although these energies (tier begin and the crash occurred on certain levels, the intensity which was planne d
has not yet been fell . This Awareness indicates that the present, intentions at-e to make these intensities !'ell withi n
the next two years .

This Awareness indicates however, there are other forces also at, work which are reacting to the effects of th e
Skoptsis in the Soviet Union, whereby in order to counter these entities, these forces recognize the necessity t C
build up armanients and strength ; and there is a conflict between these forces at this time as to whether it would
he more beneficial to create an economic crisis in order to take over the people through this crisis, or whether i t
is more profitable for their interest to build-up the economies and create a war economy, industrializing for wa r
machines in order to counter the effects of the Skoptsis influence . This conflict is that which is creating much
confusion with the elements and tentacles of the Beast, and has not yet, been resolved in terms of the directio n
which should he taken .

This Awareness indicates that it appears the present leader of the United States may not serve out his term .
This Awareness indicates that this ill part related to health problems which result from the previous assassinatio n
attempt, and which may surface within the next . few month . This Awareness indicates that this also in part from
efforts by conspirators in the higher echelons of governire'rtt, who are seeking to gain greater control over these
elements of the government, in order to have the ahilii.y and power to run things according to their own desires .

This Awareness indicates that whatever occurs,--whether the present Administration can counter these forces ,
or will succumb to the forces---will have much to do with what occurs in the future economy . This Awareness
indicates that it appears the present. Aciminist .ration as pushing for greater control militarily, while creating a con-
dition which can lead to greater economic problems ill the future ; while those force; which would take over fro m
this Administration would appear to seek to have greater control over the masses, and the n create the crisis level s
from which to deal with the Skoptsis and other international concerns . This Awareness indicates that either o f
these parties do not appear to he working for the good of the masses . This Awareness indicates however, there
are higher forces at, work which can use those elements or tentacles of the Beast against its own interest .

This Awareness indicates that there will he more information available regarding the future situations which
will he moving rapidly to a head within the next t,wo yea's . This Awareness indicates that at present ., the clear
direction of these energies is still not determined by the present forces on this particular frame of reference .

***** *

LB's Note : For rreore information on the
scene;rio, please refer to 'Revelation :, of Atvarcuess '
No . 79. 1 ('rho Gathering Storm $4 .00 . For mor e
on the economy, please refer to No . 80-1 G
(The CrJ Ji ut 1179),$3.00 from C .A .C .

REVELATIONS OF AWARENESS is a cosmic newsletter published every two weeks by Cosmic Awareness Communication s
P .O . Box 115 . Olympia, Washington 98507 (A non-profit organisation) . Subscription rates are available upon request .

"Gerald is training for World War IV
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